Studying how different terminal groups change the motion of H2NSO2C6H4CONH(EG)3R when bound to the active site of human carbonic anhydrase II.
Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to explore the motions of series of ligands containing coupled benzenesulfonamide and oligoethylene glycol moieties (H2NSO2C6H4CONH(CH2-CH2OCH2CH2OCH2CH2)R+; R+ = NH3+, NHCOCH2NH3+, NHCOCH(CH2Ph)NH3+) bound at the active site of human carbonic anhydrase II (HCAII; E.C. 4.2.1.1). These complexes have been examined previously by X-ray crystallography; the locations of the terminal groups of these ligands were not defined in the crystal structures. These stimulations, carried out in the presence of water, provide dynamic information about the motion of the bound ligand that supplements the quasistatic information from crystallography. Our results suggested that the Gly and Phe groups of these ligands interacted weakly with the protein adjacent to the active site. Quantitative estimates of energies of binding did not correlate usefully with observed free energies of binding, but in the absence of information about entropies, it is not possible to tell if the lack of correlation between calculated energies and observed free energies represents inaccuracies in the energies, or a compensation between enthalpies and entropies. When the terminal Phe group was placed near a previously identified hydrophobic patch in the active site (Phe20 and Pro202) the average conformation of the ligand inferred from this simulation was inconsistent with that from the crystal structure; this result illustrates the problems of misleading local minima in these types of simulations.